This application note will demonstrate how to use the EFM32 EMU's Voltage Monitor to monitor the supply voltage and the Reset Management Unit to determine if a brown-out reset has occurred.

This application note includes:
- This PDF document
- Source files (zip)
  - Example c-code
  - Multiple IDE projects

**KEY POINTS**
- Observe RMU to determine if a brown-out has occurred
- Monitor power rails for low voltage conditions with VMON
- Low-current voltage monitoring down to EM4 with VMON
1. Device Compatibility

This application note supports multiple device families, and some functionality is different depending on the device.

MCU Series 1 consists of:
- EFM32 Jade Gecko (EFM32JG1/EFM32JG12)
- EFM32 Pearl Gecko (EFM32PG1/EFM32PG12)
- EFM32 Giant Gecko (EFM32GG11)

Wireless SoC Series 1 consists of:
- EFR32 Blue Gecko (EFR32BG1/EFR32BG12/EFR32BG13)
- EFR32 Flex Gecko (EFR32FG1/EFR32FG12/EFR32FG13)
- EFR32 Mighty Gecko (EFR32MG1/EFR32MG12/EFR32MG13)
2. Reset Management Unit

The Reset Management Unit (RMU) monitors the reset lines and ensures reliable operation by resetting the microcontroller if any of the supply voltages are insufficient or if certain events occur. Such events are activation of the external reset pin, watchdog timeout, kernel lockup or a system reset request. In addition, the RMU sets the reset cause register which can be used to determine the cause of the last reset at startup.

2.1 Power-on Reset (POR) and Brown-out Detection

The POR ensures that the device does not start up before the AVDD supply voltage has reached the threshold voltage \( V_{POR_{th}} \) (roughly 1.2V). Before the POR threshold voltage is reached, the device is kept in reset state. Once the POR threshold is reached, the device's Brown Out Detectors engage, keeping the device in reset until their thresholds are met.

If, during device operation, the supply voltage falls below one of the brown-out detector threshold voltages, a "brown-out" has occurred. The brown-out detector that has had its threshold crossed will pull the microcontroller into reset to prevent unexpected program execution and data corruption. EFM32 and EFR32 Series 1 devices feature two brown-out detectors, one each for the DVDD and AVDD rails.

Once the RMU initiates a reset, the reset cause register is written to specify the reset source. If the supply voltage has fallen below the BOD threshold, but not below the POR threshold, the RMU will report the corresponding brown-out reset cause. If the supply voltage has fallen below the POR threshold, a POR reset cause will be reported.

2.2 Reading the Reset Cause Register

The reset cause register indicates which reset source triggered the last reset. Because several bits can be set at once and multiple reset causes can occur simultaneously, it is important to look for the reset cause in the following order to discover the main cause of reset:

1. Power-on reset
2. AVDD brown-out reset
3. DVDD brown-out reset
4. Pin reset
5. Lockup and system request reset
6. Watchdog reset

When following this list from the smallest to largest number, the first indicated reset cause will be the actual reset cause. The reset cause register needs to be cleared after it has been read, otherwise it may indicate a wrong cause of reset at the next startup. To clear the reset cause register a 1 has to be written to the RCCLR bit in RMU_CMD and the HRCCLR bit in EMU_AUXCTRL.

The EFM32 software library contains functions to read and clear the reset cause register.
3. Voltage Monitor

The EFM32 features an extremely low energy Voltage Monitor (VMON) capable of running down to EM4 Hibernate. Trigger points are preloaded but may be reconfigured. Voltage monitors exist for the following rails:

- AVDD \( \times 2^1 \)
- DVDD
- IOVDD
- BUVDD

Note:
1. Some devices only have one AVDD rail and, thus, one AVDD voltage monitor.
2. Separate IOVDD monitors exist for each IOVDD rail, on those devices with multiple IOVDD rails.
3. BUVDD monitor is not available on all devices.

The voltage monitor provides an easy way to warn if the supply voltage reaches a critical level. While the RMU automatically initiates a reset if the voltage level is too low, the voltage monitor compares the supply voltage to an internal production-calibrated bandgap reference. The trigger voltage level can be scaled in 20 mV increments between 1.62 V and 3.4 V. By adjusting the trigger level it is possible to take action before the microcontroller enters a brown-out reset or to verify that the supply voltage is within a specified range. Additionally, the AVDD rail has separate rising and falling threshold settings.

The voltage monitor threshold status can be read from the VMON interrupt flag bits in the EMU_IF register. This register contains separate flags for both rising and falling edges for each threshold, and can be used to interrupt the system when a threshold is crossed.

3.1 VMON Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>AVDD</th>
<th>DVDD</th>
<th>BUVDD</th>
<th>IOVDD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hysteresis (separate rise and fall triggers)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply switch to/ from Backup</td>
<td>Fall/Rise</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupt</td>
<td>Fall or Rise</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake-Up from EM4 Hibernate</td>
<td>Fall or Rise</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The enable status of each VMON channel is reflected in the EMU_STATUS register.

The status of the sticky interrupt can be found at EMU_IF. These interrupt flags also serve as the wake-up source of EM4H when the associated RISEWU and FALLWU bits are set. This means that if these flags are set, EM4H entry will result in an immediate wake-up. To prevent this, these must be cleared by software before EM4H entry.
3.2 Calibration

VMON channels are calibrated at two voltages: 1.86 V and 2.98 V. The calibration results (coarse thresholds and fine thresholds for 1.86 V and 2.98 V) are placed in the VMONCAL registers in the DI page. Using these thresholds it is possible to calculate thresholds for the entire supported VMON VDD range, i.e., 1.62 V to 3.4 V. Using the values given in VMONCAL registers, one can calculate \( T_{1.86} \), \( T_{2.98} \), \( V_a \) and \( V_b \).

**Note:** Calibration is automatically performed by the emlib functions `EMU_VmonInit()` and `EMU_VmonHystInit()`, so manual calibration is not needed if using these functions to initialize VMON channels.

\[
T_{1.86} = (10 \times \text{VMONCALX_XVDD1V86THRESCOARSE}) + \text{VMONCALX_XVDD1V86THRESFINE}
\]

\[
T_{2.98} = (10 \times \text{VMONCALX_XVDD2V98THRESCOARSE}) + \text{VMONCALX_XVDD2V98THRESFINE}
\]

\[
V_a = 1.12 / (T_{2.98} - T_{1.86})
\]

\[
V_b = 1.86 \times (V_a \times T_{1.86})
\]

**Figure 3.1. VMON Calibration Equations**

Now if it is required to find the coarse and fine thresholds for a certain voltage \( Y \), following equation can be used:

\[
\text{Thres}_Y = (Y - V_b) / V_a
\]

\[
Y_{calib} = (\text{Thres}_Y \times V_a) + V_b
\]

**Figure 3.2. VMON Threshold Equations**

\( \text{Thres}_Y \) should be rounded to the nearest integer. The least significant digit of the rounded \( \text{Thres}_Y \) gives the fine threshold and remaining digits give the coarse threshold for \( Y \). These can now be programmed in the relevant `EMU_VMONXVDDCTRL` register as the coarse and fine thresholds. It may not be possible to set threshold exactly for \( Y \). In that case the closest possible voltage is used. \( Y_{calib} \) gives the value of this closest possible voltage.

Consider the example where it is required to set the AVDD rise threshold to 2.2 V (so \( Y=2.2 \) V). This means that the `EMU_VMONAVDDCTRL_RISETHRESCOARSE` and `EMU_VMONAVDDCTRL_RISETHRESFINE` need to be programmed. Here are the steps that should be followed:

- Check VMONCAL0 register. It has the VMON AVDD channel calibrated thresholds for 1.86 V and 2.98 V. Let's assume that the following values are present in the associated bitfields:
  - `AVDD1V86THRESCOARSE = 3`
  - `AVDD1V86THRESFINE = 5`
  - `AVDD2V98THRESCOARSE = 8`
  - `AVDD2V98THRESFINE = 7`
- Using the above numbers and the VMON calibration equations:
  - \( T_{1.86} = 35 \)
  - \( T_{2.98} = 87 \)
  - \( V_a = 21.53 \text{ mV} \)
  - \( V_b = 1.106 \text{ mV} \)
- Using the VMON threshold equations (with \( Y=2.2 \) V), \( \text{Thres}_Y = 51 \) (rounded from 50.8) and \( Y_{calib} = 2.204 \text{ V} \)

`EMU_VMONAVDDCTRL_RISETHRESCOARSE` should be programmed to 5 and `EMU_VMONAVDDCTRL_RISETHRESFINE` should be programmed to 1 (since \( \text{Thres}_Y = 51 \)). With these programmed values, VMON AVDD rise threshold is set for \( Y_{calib} = 2.204 \text{ V} \), which is the closest programmable threshold.
4. Example 1: VMON Demo

This example demonstrates the usage of the Voltage Monitor in the EMU on Series 1 devices.

The VMON is enabled and monitors AVDD, DVDD, and IOVDD rails and displays their status to the STK’s memory LCD. The thresholds for each rail, in millivolts, are set by the #defines at the top of the example vmon_demo.c file:

- VMON_AVDD_RISE_THRESHOLD_mV
- VMON_AVDD_FALL_THRESHOLD_mV
- VMON_DVDD_THRESHOLD_mV
- VMON_IOVDD_THRESHOLD_mV

Note: Only the AVDD rail has separate rising and falling thresholds.

When a voltage threshold is crossed, the EMU generates an interrupt which is handled by the EMU_IRQHandler function. This sets flags to indicate whether a voltage rail is 'good' (above its threshold) or 'bad' (below its threshold). In the main while loop, this status is then printed to the LCD, and the device enters EM3 to wait for the next interrupt.

To test:
1. Place the STK power switch into BAT to disconnect the debugger’s power supply.
2. Attach a power supply to GND and VMCU (pins 1 and 2 on the expansion header)
3. Vary the power supply voltage above/below the defined thresholds. The device will update the status on the LCD when a voltage crosses a threshold.

Note: When applying voltages independently to supply rails, please observe the operating conditions in the device’s datasheet, which maintain the following requirements:

- VREGVDD must be the highest voltage in the system
- VREGVDD = AVDD
- DVDD ≤ AVDD
- IOVDD ≤ AVDD
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